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Kenya Power

Central Office - P.O. Box 30099 - 00100
Telephone - 254 - 02 - 320 1000
Stima Plaza, Kolobot Road

Nairobi, Kenya
www.kenyapower.co.ke

Our Ret: KPlI12A-2IPT/2/15/A40/WO/eo 2cjh May, 2015

Dear Sir/ Madam

CLARIFICATION - TENDER NO. KPlIIZA-Z/PT/Z/15/A40 PROCUREMENT FOR DESIGN,
SUPPLY, SUPPLY AND INSTALLATION OF EXTENSIONS OF LV SINGLE PHASE LINES AND
SERVICE CABLES- LAST MILE CONNECTIVITY PROJECT (IMCP)

Bidders are required to note the Clarifications to the Tender as detailed in the Table attached.

Item Query by Bidders KPLC Responses
1 Please clarify .whether samples of No, Sample of any Material in the Tender for

• PPM dropper cable Lots 1 to 10 shall be supplied together with the

• Concentric cable Tender .
Should be submitted along with the
tender docnment as indicated in the
GTPs attached Pg. 10 and also in the
Concentric cable datasheets

2. What are to be considered as the major The following items shall be considered as the
items for the works major Items for contract for works Lo 1 -10.

1. Poles (Both Wooden & Concrete)
2. 50mm2 Conductor
3. Insulators
4. 10mm2 Concentric cable
5. LV Stays

As requested in the specification, note that for
the major items, the following shall be
submitted;
1. Manufacturers authorisation
2. Type Test Certificates
3. Guaranteed Technical Particulars



4. Reference Lists of supply from both inside
and outside the country

5. Quality Certification as required in the
Specifications.

6. Any other item as stipulated in the
Technical Specification.

3. In your clarification Point 38 of No, Meter Box is not required.
Addendum No.1, you mentioned "The
Meter Box is coming with brackets for
Mounting. "

Please clarify if meter box is required in
Lot No. 11 or in which Lot do you need
meter box with brackets and is there
any specification for it?

4. Are items under supply in Lot 11 Yes, the project is tax exempt. The Employer
(Prepayment Meters) Tax exempt shall seek for Tax Exemption, Import duty,

VAT, Railway Development Levy and IDF.

5. In your tender document, it is written: The meter is required to have provision for
4.2.1.3 The default communication PLC communication module which will be
between the MCU and the DIU shall be purchased in future.
over cable for a distance of not less than No PLC module is required for the meters that
100 meters. However, the meter shall have cable communication between MCU and
support PLC as an alternate mu
communication mode for purposes of
scalability to smart metering.

6. In the designs and construction, there The Employer shall carry out such works.
will be cases where we shall definitely
require to install HT inter poles. Kindly
consider including the following in your
BQs':
1. 11 meters, I 2 meters, wooden and
concrete poles.
2. II kv and 33kv wooden and concrete
interpole fittings

All other terms and conditions remains as per the tender document.

Yours faithfully,
For: KENYA POWER & UGHTING COMPANY LIMITED.
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ENG.JOSEPH K. GATHURU
ELECTRIFICATION PROJECT MANAGER
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